TollGuru Story
The idea behind TollGuru is simple! Before you
fly, you get to compare and pick your flight
based on flight time and ticket cost. But when
you drive, the common mapping apps such
as Google or Apple only show you travel time.
You do not get to choose your route based on
travel time and trip cost. You can either "avoid
tolls" or go on the fastest route.

That’s good you say, but ask: will I still be stuck
in traffic?

Our goal is to reduce traffic congestion.
The usage of better traffic information from
mapping apps like Google, Waze, Apple has not
reduced traffic congestion.

There was no website or app that let you
choose your route based on both cost and time.
There are a few websites that show gas
expenses and a few others that show you tolls.
TollGuru calculates tolls & gas costs for
different routes and lets you choose from the
cheapest, the fastest, and the compromise
routes.
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Even when the overall vehicle miles traveled
(VMT) has hardly changed in recent decades.
Let’s use a hypothetical scenario to see why
congestion has become worse.
Say 5,000 travelers need to go from Franklin to
Arlington. There are two roads: A and B. Road A
is faster: it takes 25 minutes and can handle
3,000 cars per hour. B is slower by 5 minutes
and can carry 2,000 cars per hour.

The mapping app now start directing cars
through neighborhoods and on to road B. Since
more than 2,000 cars now head to road B, it
breaks down as well. During the traffic peaks,
everyone is stuck in traffic gridlock like in the
movie Deep Impact.
One of the reasons: the mapping apps “hyperoptimize” for one variable, travel time. The
cumulative choices of all travelers to use the
fastest route ends up making travel time worse.
TollGuru users get to see both the travel time
and cost. If you add up gas and tolls, it takes $3
more to use road A. The users have a choice:
spend 5 minutes more in traffic or pay $3 more.

Now say 4,000 travelers check mapping app on
their phone. Almost all of them use road A
(since that is the faster and they don’t know the
cost). But the road can only handle 3,000 cars
per hour. Without an ability to handle traffic
flow of 4,000 cars, the road gets congested. It
can now carry a fraction of original capacity (in
technical language, it is now operating in Level
of Service F).

About 40 percent to 50 percent of our users
choose the “cheapest” route or a
“compromise” route. In this case, about 2,000
cars would have gone on the “slower” road.
The traffic congestion would not have occurred
in the first place.
We know that travelers use our app and
website to find their toll cost and gas expenses.
But like Adam Smith’s “invisible hand”,
travelers’ choice to consider travel cost, in
addition to travel time, ends up making traffic
better for everyone.
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Product information
TollGuru calculates and compares between travel times and travel cost (fuel and toll) to show the
“cheapest” route, the “fastest” route and the compromise routes. We overlay mapping apps (Google
maps, HERE maps, Apple maps) with cost information to allow users to choose between their routes.
For trucks, we show truck specific routes so that they are not routed on roads where trucks are
prohibited. Our trip calculator is available as
Web calculator: https://TollGuru.com/trip-calculator
Android app: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.TollGuru.tollcalculator&hl=en_US
iOS app: https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/trip-toll-calculator-TollGuru/id1188361104?mt=8
Toll API: https://TollGuru.com/developers/

TollGuru Features
TollGuru makes travel decision better. With lots of features, TollGuru products benefit over a million
travelers in United States, Canada, Mexico and India.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compare routes - Let’s you compare routes based on tolls & gas costs, time and distance
Complete coverage - Covers all US, Canada, Mexico, India toll roads, turnpikes, bridges, tunnels
& tollways
All vehicles types – Supports cars and SUV (with trailers), trucks (up to 9 axles), RV, bus,
motorcycles
Truck specific routing - Offers truck-only routes for trucks
All toll payment options - Shows toll costs for 3 toll payment options: Cash, Tag Transponder
(e.g. E-ZPass, SunPass) and Video (e.g. Pay-by-Mail, Toll-by-Plate)
Tolls on the map - It shows toll locations, rates and eligible tag transponders on the map for
each of the tolls on routes
Time based tolls - Shows tolls at time of your travel (select departure time): peak, off-peak,
weekend
Costs customized to your car or SUV - Let’s you select year, make, model of car and edit fuel
efficiency (MPG, mileage) & gas/petrol/diesel costs to refine fuel cost calculations
Navigation using your favorite app: Navigation for selected route using Google, Apple, Garmin,
Waze, HERE, Uber, MapQuest or Bing.
Share your route – Save, print or share the route results with your family and friends
Discounts – Shows toll discounts and toll rates based on transponders type
Multiple languages - Available in both English & Spanish versions

Interested to know more about how TollGuru works? Try our FAQs
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Media Presence
Here are some of the places that have mentioned our work:

11 Apps To Make The Most Of A Trip Down The
Jersey Shore
Best apps to download for holiday travel

Take a Great Friends Getaway on Most Any
Budget

Best Road Trip Apps

Get These Apps Before Your Next Road Trip

Best Road Trip Apps

This Is Why You Need A Road Trip Calculator
Before Your Next Road Trip

Best Resources for Planning a Road Trip

8 Mobile Apps for Successful Road Trips from
Origin to Destination

Use a Toll Calculator to Estimate Your Road Trip
Costs
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Testimonials
We are honored that others have found our work as exciting as we do! Here are some nice words from
people that we look up to:
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Press Assets
TollGuru videos

Press contact
For any media related queries, please contact us at press@tollguru.com

Logos for Press Use
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